Neural correlates of trauma-related single word processing in posttraumatic stress disorder.
Interpersonal violence (IPV) is one of the most frequent causes for the development of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in women. One key component in PTSD is altered processing of trauma-related cues, leading to emotional symptoms. In the everyday environment, words with trauma-associated semantic content represent typical, albeit abstract, trauma-related stimuli for patients suffering from PTSD. However, the functional neuroanatomy associated with processing single trauma-related words in IPV-PTSD is not understood. The present event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging study investigated the neural basis of trauma-related word processing in women with IPV-PTSD relative to healthy controls (HC) during a non-emotional vigilance task in which the emotional content of the words was task-irrelevant. On the behavioral level, trauma-related relative to neutral word stimuli evoked more unpleasant feelings, higher arousal as well as anxiety in IPV-PTSD patients as compared to HC. Functional imaging data showed hyperactivation to trauma-related versus neutral words in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and cortical language-processing regions (inferior frontal gyrus, posterior cingulate cortex, angular/supramarginal gyrus) in IPV-PTSD compared to HC. These results propose a role of the BLA in hypervigilant responding to verbal trauma associated cues in IPV-PTSD. Furthermore, the particular involvement of cortical language-processing regions indicates enhanced processing of trauma-related words in brain regions associated with analysis and memory of verbal material. Taken together, our findings suggest that both subcortical and cortical mechanisms contribute to automatic responsivity to verbal trauma cues in PTSD.